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The Start  

The pain seems bearable until I see the train. It is darting 
across Chelsea bridge, left to right, dividing the composition outside 
my window with an elegant, perfectly horizontal line. It is quite 
possibly the most beautiful view I have ever seen, and certainly the 
most cinematic. Especially at night, when the bridges are lit up by 
what look like a series of giant fairy lights, garnishing their contours 
with beads of warm light and creating the feeling of a forever cosy 
world that you can inhabit every evening, all you have to do is look. 
Sometimes I have a terrible premonition that the lights might break 
and the bridges shut down in solemn darkness, bursting the illusion 
of endless magic. But in the one whole year I have been staring out 
the window, this has never happened.  

I have tried filming this view; I have tried taking photos. I have 
looked and looked in the hope that it will always remain sketched 
onto my eyes, its wild purples and lush blues filling me up to last a 
lifetime. I am almost content at having to leave it, thinking that 
maybe I will do more things in the evening now that I won’t have the 
option of simply staring at the glorious vista. Perhaps it is better to 
part quickly, than to live acutely aware of the eventual and 
unavoidable separation. That is until I see the train. First I hear it, 
then see its lights flicker on the glass buildings surrounding the river. 
And then it emerges, shaking the landscape, inserting an unexpected, 
wonderful variable into the composition. Not even film is capable of 
suitably capturing this spectacle, because the sensation of seeing it 
for real, in that first moment when it shoots out from behind the 
building, is piercing and fresh every time, precisely because it’s a 
sight akin to cinema being witnessed in real time.  
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This is too much for me to take; the rare poetry of seeing a train 
like this out of your own window, when most other people in the city 
see walls and tiny back gardens, nothing much at all. It is like I have 
been granted a front-row, once-in-a-lifetime seat that allows access 
to all of the beauty of London at once. In this light, the city looks 
playful, friendly; it is truly yours, and you are at its centre. 
Centeredness, being exactly where you belong. It’s the feeling I 
crave and can’t get enough of. My fear is that once I can no longer 
see the train, I will no longer have it, and where else will I ever find 

it. That’s when the pain kicks in. I think I will leave the city 

before it deserts me. Dislodged from my centre I wanted to travel 
and travel itself to be my purpose; if you are in constant motion you 
don’t need a home. I had read Heinrich Böll’s Irish Journal and was 
struck by his ability to connect with such fondness to a land and a 
people that are not his own. And since I had no culture, or it had 
splintered into shades of many, the prospect of falling in love with 
another and forming myself anew was a welcome one. I decided to 
follow in Böll’s footsteps and in his gentle words. I boarded a plane 
and landed at an airport that was surrounded by fields and cows and 
how are yous and thanks a millions. I rented a car that turned out to 
have no CD drive for the CDs I had brought to accompany me along 
the lonely roads, and the radio signal was bad so that the only station 
I could properly hear was in Irish. I let the sounds wash over me and 
whilst it wasn’t the longing notes of Neil Young that I’d so carefully 
curated, it nonetheless provided a soundtrack to driving alone in a 
strange country. I headed for Achill Island, where Böll’s cottage still 
stands. I wanted to understand what bog and peat were and to walk 
in the deserted village, all things so delicately described in his 
journal. Most of all I wanted to drink tea, ‘the elixir of life’.  
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Sounds of Achill  

I entered the island via a modest bridge and was greeted by 
vast grey hills sloping slowly on either side of the road. They 
seemed to me to be made purely of rock and so to have no life on 
them. I had never experienced a landscape like this, at once huge and 
ancient but also something I could easily picture as a toy, a foam 
board model you might find in a museum, for an army or a dinosaur 
to walk around in. My accommodation was a small white cottage I 
had found for a reduced price on the island’s tourism website, since 
it was autumn and already out of season. It came with a beaten 
men’s bike and an old wooden boat that now grew scraggly bushes 
in the front garden.  

There are equal parts of relief and despair in entering a newly 
rented room. Weary from the journey, your hope is to be able to 
collapse in it completely, but the unknowable nature of the new 
surroundings keeps you on a slight but constant edge. To ease myself 
in, I spread out on the bed in the shape of a star. I thought of the ends 
of my hair, then the tips of my fingers and down along the outlines 
of my arms, my armpits, ribs, hips, thighs and down to my toes, 
which I wriggled in my shoes. I thought: this is what it feels like to 
live in this body, in this moment, at the age of twenty-five. The 
simple thought steadied me, and I was able to go on.  

On the island I was going to write. After all, this was the land of 
storytellers. Böll was a german visitor who found inspiration in the 
landscape and its people, and there are so many writers to have 
hailed from the emerald isle that you have to wonder if there’s 
something in the water or in the air. At the very least it was worth a 
try. I didn’t have a plan exactly but I saw parallels between the great 
Irish migration of the past and the great Lithuanian migration of the 
present. I had seen many arrows along the west coast pointing to the 



Atlantic with the words ‘Next Parish-Boston!’, and thought  
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of the thousands on boats that had headed in that direction. Then I 
pictured Ryanair planes cruising back and forth across the whole of 
Europe, carrying faces of so many little children that speak words of 
two, three, four different languages. Lithuania to England, Lithuania 
to Norway, Lithuania to Spain, Lithuania to Ireland. For the great 
Lithuanian migration we need to thank the Irish, for they gave us 
Ryanair, the great facilitator.  

Then there was me and my situation. An immigrant of sorts, I had 
lost my home and a best friend and I was angry. Angry that she 
should have left me, that the home we had created should have fallen 
apart. I knew it couldn’t last; it wasn’t the kind of thing that adult life 
can be sustained on. Society is not structured around female 
friendship, relegating it instead to a sideline—something to be 
carried out amongst superior commitments, if and when possible. 
The hopelessness of the situation filled me with rage and sadness 
and I took off so I didn’t have to see the end. Now on the island, I sat 
down by the little veneer desk in my room, to consider permanence 
and transience. I was going to breathe deeply and collect my 
scattered pieces in the ancient history of the island. The place to start 
was the deserted village at the foot of mountain Slievemore, where 
human life took place five thousand years ago.  

A family of sheep were taking a long slow walk around the 
ruins. The ground was soft with moss and many little streams 
running below my feet. The stone houses came up to just below my 
shoulders; there were no roofs, and no cover for the doorways, 
which were left mere U shapes cut into the low crooked walls. 
Inside, which was now also the outside, the moss was even fresher, 



and I needed to hold out against sagging into it. The space was so 
tight that however I tried I could not imagine anyone being able to 
stand up or lie down. But they did, for thousands of years; the last 
people to inhabit the village were here hardly more than a hundred 
years ago, booleying with their cattle between shelters, from summer 
to winter.  
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And the view from Slievemore is more ancient than the houses, 

older even than the megalithic tomb that lies somewhere amongst 
the ruins. The dark green valley rolls out for miles until it hits 
mountains on the left and the sea on the right, which rolls out much 
further until it hits what is now America. The landscape cannot have 
changed much over the centuries, altered only by white speckles of 
summer houses in the distance. As I looked towards the sea, so had 
the shepherds, the women and the children of a hundred, three 
hundred, even thousands of years ago, all of us gripped by the same 
unearthly view.  

I loved walking freely around the ruins and imagining the depth of 
their roots even if I couldn’t fully comprehend it. But with unease I 
felt that which each step of my foot and touch of my hand, the stones 
must fade away a little, deteriorate in an imperceptible but 
significant way. I wondered if of all the time that the village has 
survived, it will only take a fraction for it to perish completely. It 
seemed an impossibility for something so untouched to remain, for I 
was there, and I could touch it. My time was fast and it might just 
swallow up the ruins and all the ancient time encased within them.  

As I tried to walk away lightly so as to not disturb the stones, I 
was confronted by the family of sheep who had completed their walk 
and were now looking at the stranger. Baa, they said in unison. I 
tried to step forward to get past, but they wouldn’t move. Perhaps 
they thought that I should stay in the village, since I loved it so 



much. How could I explain that it wasn’t where I belong, that I had 
just stopped by, selfishly, to soak up a little of its time. Baa, the 
sheep said again and I was beginning to worry. Being clueless as to 
how one should behave, I reached out both of my hands, hoping to 
say that I was friendly. The sheep didn’t move. Then, inexplicably, I 
lay my right hand on the wool of the sheep closest to me. Her dense 
curls enveloped my fingers and her warmth travelled through my 
palm. It was a sweet and soft sensation which I received as a gift; a 
true inhabitant of the village had pulsed a tiny bit of their life, and 
their time, into mine. When I withdrew my hand I was allowed to go.  
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Amongst the many beaches of the island, with their tall cliffs 

and crisp sand, Keem Bay stands out as the most magnificent. 
Graham Greene is said to have been inspired by its beauty when 
holidaying on Achill during a love affair in the 1940s. As is apt for 
something so precious, getting there is a trial, especially if you are 
intimidated by being on cliff edges near the Atlantic Ocean. As a 
new driver I had to work up considerable courage to navigate the 
mountainside road, but twenty-five was the age of doing things, 
more seriously than before. I sweated and I stalled, and fifteen 
minutes later I arrived to a viewing platform just above the beach, 
alive and victorious. The half moon of pale yellow sand was nestled 
in between two luxuriously green mountains, one of which was 
round and neatly sloped; it reminded me of a giant loaf of bread, or 
of Napoleon’s hat, eagerly sticking out into the ocean. The air was 
sharp with an autumn wind, but I resolved to change into a swimsuit, 
because I had never swum on the westerly edge of Europe. I walked 
the rest of the way with the soles of my feet hanging out of the back 
of my shoes.  

The water, coloured in alternating streaks of blue and emerald, was 
so cold to the touch that I thought I might lose my toes. But having 



risked my life to get here, this was no time to back out. With 
tentative little kicks, I went in further and further. Each dry strip of 
my body stung when met by water and by the time it reached my 
bellybutton, my lungs became iced and it was hard to breathe. I 
needed to move faster; I visualised plunging the whole of myself 
into the water once, twice, and on the third go my mind connected to 
my body and all of its heat collided with all of the cold of the ocean. 
After the initial, explosive shock, my temperature relented and 
resigned to that of the water, until being part of it seemed natural. I 
swam, changed and reformed, with the green of the mountains and 
the light of the horizon blending in my vision, thinking how 
wonderful it felt to be such a fitting part of the earth.  

Not long after that it was time to return to my human life on the 
shore, as I once again lost feeling in my toes and my lips turned 

blue.  
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Back in dry clothes, and with a scarf wrapped around as much of 

my body as it could reach, I tiptoed bare foot up the hill to a trailer 
that served refreshments. It must have been catching the last of the 
summer’s travelers, as apart from me there was hardly anyone here. 
It seemed almost a miracle for it to be standing there, promising 
warmth and sustenance for my stiff body. I longed for tea, that 
special bitter brew Böll had drunk so gratefully on this island more 
than sixty years ago. The woman in the window smiled at me. She 
had long black hair tied at the back and a kind, gentle face. We 
exchanged our hellos, she took my order and disappeared inside. I 
waited hungrily and hoped for some conversation upon her return. 
What was it like for her to be moored in this bay on the edge of this 
island, all alone in a rusty white trailer, selling drinks to over 
ambitious and now freezing tourists, of which there were now but a 
few. Was she from the island, and if not what were the twists of life 
that had brought her here. She must have stories to tell, ones that I 



could write down back at my little veneer desk. At the very least we 
could talk about the weather, which was so rich and changeable that 
I felt I had already experienced a hundred rains and a hundred 
sunshines. The woman came back with a steaming paper cup which 
she handed to me with the same quiet smile. I knew time was 
running out for us to strike conversation but by the time I gave her 
the money I couldn’t think of anything to say that didn’t feel 
invasive. The woman, and our exchange, seemed all of a sudden so 
brittle and shy that I didn’t dare say anything, other than a meek 
thank you whilst looking down at the lid of the cup.  

When I drank my tea on a bench overlooking the sea, the woman 
in the trailer seemed almost like a dream, a mirage for the traveller 
who had come all this way to the edge and thrust themselves into the 
water, in the hope of many things. I thanked her for this scolding 
elixir of life that had burned my tongue and was now running 
through my veins.  
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Everything on the island was beginning to close for winter. 

The restaurants and cafes were being cleaned after a busy season, 
‘closed’ signs were going up in the widows, and it was time for the 
nervous girls and boys that had spent their summers waiting on 
tourists to return to school. I wanted to be somewhere that didn’t 
have the particular empty sadness of end-of-season, to find an 
establishment that didn’t seem ghostly and only half-existent, 
catering to the fickle presence of those who are only passing through 
and never staying. The one place whose business didn’t seem 
dependent on seasonal visitors and whose doors I was confident to 
find open was a tiny pub with a thatched roof, and a plaque dating it 
back to the eighteen hundreds.  

I got on the beaten men’s bike and with my feet barely reaching 



the pedals I set out towards it. The wind was rising once again, the 
clouds darkening, and I wondered if this was really wise. But to give 
into the weather on the island was to lose any control over your own 
destiny, and so I peddled on, too tall on my bike. The place was so 
small and difficult to spot from the road that I nearly missed it; but 
when I saw it, at the end of a car park and lodged in between much 
bigger and newer buildings, the little stone house shone like precious 
pebble. I parked my bike and pushed through the green wooden 
door, unsure of myself and of what I might find or how I will be met.  

The fire illuminated the faces that turned towards me as I walked 
in. They were all men, in middle to old age, gathered in twos and 
threes on low benches decked all around the interior. In this dim 
space the fire appeared to be the only source of light, casting 
shadows on hundreds of objects adorning the walls. Tankards, 
medals, paintings, photographs, newspaper clippings and various 
horns. Having taken in the environment for as long as felt 
acceptable, I collected myself and returned the patrons’ gaze with the 
friendliest and most casual smile I could muster, realising at once 
that no matter how at ease I managed to seem, my waterproof hi-vis 
jacket was giving me away, as no one here dressed for the weather. 
My gender  
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and my age were also out of kilter; I was a lone young woman in a 
small bar on a remote island off a foreign country at the westerly 
edge of Europe, but I was doing my best to not let that deter me. I 
ordered a beer and looked for a place I could put myself.  

The old mysterious woman was sitting on the other side of the 
door, so that I hadn’t noticed her on my arrival. Now, looking around 
from the bar, I was startled to find her; solitary, like me, an anomaly, 
like me, but unlike me she was letting out a low intermittent hum. 



Her expression was incomprehensible, her features arranged in a 
way that was frightening in its inscrutability. My instinct was to 
avert my eyes, as one does when looking seems to be the most 
dangerous option, making you vulnerable to something or someone 
unpredictable. Another phrase I had just learnt; beyond the pale. I 
repeated it in my head, and as I was about to turn away the woman 
smiled, a knowing, understanding smile, sending a wave of shame 
crashing over me. The one person I was about to cast away had 
extended me a welcome, an approving acknowledgement of my 
presence inside this space. I was grateful, and guilty, searching 
desperately for a way to thank her and redeem myself.  

The omnipotent weather came to the rescue; I gestured towards the 
door and addressed her with an unimaginative but well meaning ‘it 
feels like there is a storm coming’, to which the woman replied, 
simply and exactly: I have lived here for eighty years and I have 
given up predicting the weather. She asked me my name, how far I 
had come and if Lithuania was by the sea; she told the tale of the 
ghost, a previous proprietor of the pub that had never really left and 
appeared after hours, and sometimes even pulling a pint behind the 
living barmaid; and that Ireland was the last place in Europe to still 
believe in and have ghosts. This pub was where she drank, but soon 
she would retire from society. ‘I will sit in my house with my nose 
up against the window, and look at kangaroos making love in the 
garden. The problem is, they’re English’. Though I could think of no 
good way to respond, I recognised the wild poetry of the scene she 
had painted and made sure to lock it away for later use.  
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Before we parted the old woman left me with two more things that 

stuck; one, she said that I was a warrior. Surprised and flattered I 
said thank you, only to realise she meant worrier, a person who 
worries. Then I was bewildered, and hurt, thinking of how 
ridiculously prophetic eccentric old people could act, and stumble so 



accidentally upon the truth. Secondly, she gave me some advice; to 
use my intelligence intelligently. The light from the fire was tickling 
her enigmatic face, by now the hour was late, and her words—our 
whole conversation—had begun to escape me; we had gone down a 
strange rabbit hole and I didn’t feel like there was room to use my 
intelligence, and to use it intelligently seemed the same as to use it at 
all, which I couldn’t. I felt a great need to get back to the realm of 
concrete things, I wanted to lift the old woman from her shroud of 
odd logic and into a story where to me she seemed to belong; my 
head was feeling heavy, perhaps it was the dark beer.  

Water, Böll wrote, is hard. Peddling fast on my oversized 
bike in near complete darkness, I could feel the rain striking my 
shoulders with a force that was unrecognisably cruel and relentless. 
It was true: the Irish rain is ‘absolute, magnificent and frightening’. 
Being in the very midst of it felt so terrifying it was almost 
transcendental; I was on the cusp of dissolving into the elements, so 
hard was I being pounded. The trees, which appeared to be lining the 
road on both sides, were swaying ominously in the bawling wind. 
With every pair that I successfully passed it felt like I had escaped 
from yet another plank of a falling bridge, being always just one step 
ahead of perishing for good. I couldn’t see ahead, and to think ahead 
was too daunting, so I tried to focus on one tree, one cycle of my 
peddling feet, one plank of wood at a time. The very feeling of time 
stretched and stalled; when I finally reached the cottage I was 
surprised to have moved through space at all. I had never been so 
defeated by the rain, as my drenched body shook and ached for 
warmth.  
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The young wife of the doctor was waiting for his return from 
over the bog, where a newborn was being delivered. She had put the 
children to sleep and sat up herself, with a little whiskey and a book, 
she looked at the clock and by now it was two; he cannot be much 
longer. She got up and walked over to the map hanging on the wall, 
her finger tracing her husband’s route along the hills and valleys of 
the island, and along the rackety bridge, her chief worry. A few times 
she saw his headlights appear in the distance; both times it was an 
illusion, a flicker of the fire.  

In my rented cottage I thought of the doctor’s wife, whom Böll 
had imagined so vividly. The setting was right; I was alone, and 
anxious, in a small lone building on the island, deep into the night. 
The rain was slashing at the windows and there was no sign of 
headlights. Like the wife, I tried to take up a series of activities—to 
read, to go through my phone, to have a snack, to try to read again—
all the while growing increasingly doubtful. What was I really 
hoping to achieve? To escape isolation I’d brought myself to a 
desolate island on the edge of the ocean, as if to reach extreme 
loneliness was to negate it, to lose nothing because there is nothing 
more to lose. From this position zero I thought I might be able to 
rekindle a more passionate connection to life, finding strength in the 
ancient history of the island. Using this strength, my secret hope was 
to write of things I wished to happen and ways I wished to be, and in 
doing so will them into being—for really, as seemed to be true for 
the old woman, the line between things which are told and things 
which exist can be blurred in a potent way. I got out my computer, 
placed it on the veneer desk and opened a new document. At once 
fear took hold; how was I to make something out of nothing. Rain 
had taken over the island, the whole world for all I knew, and in my 
shelter I was small, a drop about to disperse. Still, words were 
brewing at the back of my throat and through my fingers I released 
the first letter ‘I’ on the top right of my keyboard.  
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The Writer With A Camellia Branch  

If I were to write, what would it mean to do so in a language 
that is not my own. Would my words be limp, would I miss a crucial 
lightness or a swagger in the way I order sounds. Would I simply 
lack something that cannot be learned, a whole universe of words 
that exists down below, formed from birth in layers so deep and tight 
that nothing of sufficient value can really be extracted, regardless of 
how determined a student you are.  

But since I am writing, already putting down letters that cannot be 
taken back, I suppose I am accepting my limits in forming into 
words the indistinct shapes that swarm my head almost without 
language, or at least in languages changing so quickly that I cannot 
keep hold of either one. What language do you think in? I often say 
that I don’t know; or that it’s both; or that it depends on what I am 
thinking about. What I do know is that is that in either of the 
languages I speak, I can never speak in that special, if fundamental 
way that is only possible if you are entirely at one with a language, 
with no separation between the two of you, you being made of it. 
Your native language, your mother tongue. If you can really feel it 
from within, like a natural and indivisible part of you, then with it 
must come a degree of centeredness. And from this centre, as I 
imagine, emanates an ability not only to express but to understand 
words in their fullness. You must know the various shades of their 
meaning, as well as having a sense of their colour, shape, scent—
everything.  

Now, with my words fumbling in the dark, I am trying to conjure 
up the life of a woman. There is a picture on the wall, a reproduction 
of The Painter with a Camellia Branch by Paula Modersohn-Becker. 



In this self-portrait, she is looking straight at the viewer, her large 
hooded eyes casting a direct gaze into mine. Her lips are turned  
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slightly upwards; a calm smile. She holds a camellia branch in front 
of her chest, clasped at the stem and held up for display. This little 
picture exudes a kind of self-knowledge, a presence large and 
comfortable enough to embrace the fragility and impermanence of 
the fresh branch. A memory comes back to me; I had first seen this, 
and other of her paintings at school. I had copied them, I had painted 
myself in her curved lines and bold strokes. A pioneer of German 
Expressionism, a pioneer of the nude female self-portrait— how 
could I have forgotten being utterly shattered by the painting of her 
naked pregnant body, carrying not a fetus but her own becoming. I 
realise I love this young woman with her serious stare and intense 
potential. I want her strength and experience, to be young, but a 
woman, to exist within the world with a solid presence. I don’t want 
to be a girl, and then to find myself old, wondering what had 
happened in between. I know I mustn’t wait any longer.  

Somewhere on the island, or in London, or in Vilnius, there is a 
place where the lights are low and the music smooth. I go there 
alone, wearing a long coat and a flowing purple dress underneath. 
Each step of my mission makes my body vibrate with nervousness. 
With hands I can barely feel, I untie the belt of my coat, set it on a 
stool in the corner, count to the beats in my chest and before I can 
change my mind, step into the small crowd of dancers. I want to 
abandon self- consciousness, for my arms are to no longer be 
angular, for my hips to no longer jerk, and for every turn, twist and 
bounce to be met by a warm bubble of air that envelops the whole 
body completely, protects it completely. My goal is to reach a kind 
of peak when it would be easy, unbelievably easy to dance. I close 
my eyes and imagine that somewhere far away there is an invisible 



archer, who at present is aiming an arrow right at my chest and on 
the end of this arrow there is a dancing spell, about to be forever cast 
upon my body. With all of my power I imagine receiving this arrow. 
As the spell slowly spreads, the boundary between me and the world, 
between outside and inside begins to break. I can feel my joints 
loosen and my back bending in a way it had never before. I find I am 
no longer made of any edge,  
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I am flowing water. Someone catches me, then spins me. I sweep 
through our proximity with ease, aware of my rising power to 
initiate other bodies into dance. I finally exist with a fierce clarity 
and a wonderful weight, like a glistening stone in the seconds before 
it’s dry and no longer shining.  
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